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ABSTRACT

The interaction of high-energy cosmic rays with nuclei in
spacecraft shielding and the human body is important for
manned interplanetary missions and is not well understood
either experimentally or theoretically. We present a new the-
oretical approach to this problem based on classical hadrody-
namics for extended nucleons, which treats nucleons of finite
size interacting with massive meson fields. This theory rep-
resents the classical analogue of the quantum hadrodynamics
of Serot and Walecka without the assumptions of the mean-
field approximation and point nucleons. It provides a natural
covariant microscopic approach to collisions between cosmic
rays and nuclei that automatically includes space-time non-
locality and retardation, nonequilibrium phenomena, inter-
actions among all nucleons, and particle production. Unlike
previous models, this approach is manifestly Lorentz covari-
ant and satisfies a priori the basic conditions that are present
when cosmic rays collide with nuclei, namely an interaction
time that is extremely short and a nucleon mean-free path,
force range, and internucleon separation that are all compa-
rable in size. We review the history of classical meson-field
theory and derive the classical relativistic equations of mo-
tion for nucleons of finite size interacting with massive scalar
and vector meson fields.



I. INTRODUCTION

An accurate determination of the amount of shielding required for manned interplan-

etary missions requires an accurate description of the interaction of dangerous radiation

with the spaceship, shielding, and human body. The dangerous radiation that must be

considered consists of galactic cosmic rays, solar energetic particles, and onboard nuclear

systems.1 Galactic cosmic rays consist primarily of protons, alpha particles, and other

light nuclei, but also include in appreciable numbers nuclei as heavy as iron and in small

numbers nuclei as heavy as uranium.2 Although the energy spectra of these cosmic rays

peak at approximately 300 MeV per nucleon, their tails extend to extremely high energies,

varying with energy E as approximately E~27 rather than exponentially. The full widths

at half-maximum of these spectra are about .1 GeV per nucleon, and the full widths at

tenth-maximum are over 2 GeV.

Prior estimates of spaceship shielding requirements have been based largely on Glauber-

like eikonal approximations, geometrical abrasion-ablation models, and semi-empirical pa-

rameterizations of experimental data.3"7 However, a more accurate description of the un-

derlying interaction of cosmic rays with nuclei in spacecraft shielding and the human body

could lay the foundations for an improved calculation of not only the required shielding

but also the uncertainty in this quantity.8 Because a given incident high-energy cosmic ray

leads in general to several nuclear reactions, any improvement in accuracy in the underly-

ing physics model will be compounded when the results of the individual nuclear reactions

are transported throughout the spaceship. This can be done for realistic geometries by use

of, for example, the Los Alamos high-energy transport code LAHET.9'10

One possible approach8 would be to base an improved treatment on recently devel-

oped theoretical models that already describe a vast wealth of experimental data on high-

energy nucleus-nucleus collisions. These models include relativistic nuclear fluid dynamics,

nonrelativistic many-body equations of motion, geometrical models, intranuclear cascades,

the Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck equation, relativistic quantum molecular dynamics, and

string models. However, each theoretical model makes approximations that limit its appli-

cability to a given region of energy and target-projectile combinations. The wide variation

in energy and nuclear species of cosmic rays would therefore make it necessary within this

approach to use different models in different conditions.

Furthermore, the criteria for the validity of these models are poorly satisfied in collisions

of high-energy cosmic rays with nuclei. At high collision energies, the interaction time is

extremely short, the Lorentz factor 7 can be huge, and the nucleon mean-free path, force

range, and internucleon separation are all comparable in size. In order for relativistic



nuclear fluid dynamics to be valid, the interaction time would need to be sufficiently long

to permit the establishment of local equilibrium, the mean-free path would need to be

short relative to the size of the system, and many degrees of freedom would need to be

present. The nonrelativistic approximation and absence of particle production in many-

body equations of motion are inappropriate at high energies. Finally, the other approaches

would require for their validity a long mean-free path relative to the force range, as well

as the absence of correlations among nucleons.

To satisfy a priori the basic conditions that are present in collisions of cosmic rays

with nuclei, a fully microscopic many-body treatment that is manifestly Lorentz-covariant

and that allows for nonequilibrium phenomena, interactions among all nucleons, and par-

ticle production appears necessary. On the other hand, at high energies, the de Broglie

wavelength of projectile nucleons is extremely small compared to all other length scales in

the problem. Furthermore—in contrast to the situation in electrodynamics—the Comp-

ton wavelength of the nucleon is small compared to its radius, so that effects due to the

intrinsic size of the nucleon dominate those due to quantal uncertainty. The classical ap-

proximation for nucleon trajectories should therefore be valid, provided that the effect

of the finite nucleon size on the equations of motion is taken into account. Given these

expectations, classical hadrodynamics for extended nucleons, corresponding to nucleons of

finite size interacting with massive meson fields, is a natural approach to pursue. This the-

ory represents the classical analogue of the quantum hadrodynamics (QHD) of Serot and

Walecka, which has been widely used for describing nuclear matter and nuclear structure,11

but without the assumptions of the mean-field approximation and of point nucleons.

The physical input underlying this approach consists of Lorentz invariance (which in-

cludes energy and momentum conservation), nucleons of finite size interacting with massive

meson fields, and the classical approximation applied in domains where it should be rea-

sonably valid. This starting point builds upon the traditional hadronic description of

nuclear processes that has in the past been so successful in a wide variety of situations.

By treating the underlying quarks and gluons implicitly in terms of nucleons and mesons,

we are able to solve the resulting classical relativistic many-body equations of motion nu-

merically without further approximation. Of particular importance, neither a mean-field

approximation nor a perturbative expansion in coupling strength is necessary within this

approach.

Our present version of the theory includes only neutral scalar and vector meson fields,

which we identify with a and w mesons, respectively. This permits a qualitative discussion

of several important physical points, including an inherent space-time nonlocality that

may be responsible for significant collective effects, as well as particle production through



massive bremsstrahlung. The a and w mesons that are produced through this mechanism

will subsequently decay primarily irto pions with some photons also. A more realistic

treatment will require the inclusion of additional fields to account for at least charged TT

and p mesons,12 which would permit the study of isospin effects. In addition, the present

version of the theory neglects excitations in the nucleons themselves; the A excited state

may ultimately need to be included.

Massive meson fields were of course introduced in the 1930s, but their classical treat-

ment has suffered from previous misunderstandings concerning the nucleon effective mass

and how the finite nucleon size affects the fundamental character of the dynamical mo-

tion. We therefore begin our presentation in Sec. II with a historical perspective. This is

followed in Sec. Ill by our formulation of the theory of classical hadrodynamics (CHD),

where we start with point nucleons and then generalize to extended nucleons. Section IV

contains our summary and conclusions.

Some preliminary results of our investigations have been presented previously in the

context of relativistic heavy-ion collisions,13"18 although not all of the equations appearing

iii these early publications are in their final form. Some illustrative applications to proton-

proton collisions will be included in a forthcoming publication.19

II. HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

Classical meson-field theory has a long history—dating back to the 1930s—and ques-

tions of self-interaction in classical field theory go back even further. In this section we

present a brief historical review of the subject in order to clarify previous approaches and

point out past misunderstandings. We start by discussing the origin of meson-field theory

and then proceed to outline the early history of self-interacting classical electrodynamics.

Yukawa first introduced mesons in 1934, when he postulated the existence of a "heavy

particle" which would mediate the transition from a proton state to a neutron state.20 The

new field of force had a potential function satisfying the Klein-Gordon equation and an

interaction energy between two particles given by what is now known as the Yukawa po-

tential. In 1936 Proca21 elaborated on the theory by generalizing the Maxwell equations to

fields with nonzero mass (the Proca equations) and proved current and energy-momentum

conservation. This was the first rigorous discussion of a classical massive vector field. In

the next year, Yukawa and Sakata22 constructed the theory of the charged scalar field.

Pais23 provides a clear discussion of further developments and outlines the early theoret-

ical and experimental thinking about mesons. We will later discuss in detail the work of

Bhabha on self-interaction in meson-field theory.



A. Lorentz-Dirac Equation

We now briefly review the htetory of the Lorentz-Dirac equation, following the detailed
discussion presented in Ref. 24. Thomson, in 1881, was the first person r,o recognize that
the electromagnetic self-interaction within a particle contributes to its effective mass.25

Lorentz, using his newly constructed microscopic theory of particle electrodynamics,26'27

first found the expression for the nonrelativistic electromagnetic self-force on a charged

P a i t i C l e : FMlf = -§Mselfa + §e2a + O(R) , (1)

where R is the radius of the particle and a dot here denotes the derivative with respect

to time. We adopt here the convention h = c = 1; the introduction of h does not imply

that there is anything quantum-mechanical in the theory, but simply enables us to use

customary units. The result (1) motivated Abraham to undertake a detailed investigation

of the electromagnetic self-mass,28 where he discovered that although the self-interaction

contributes a term \M,^v2 to the kinetic energy, it contributes §Af.eifV to the momentum.

It was not until the discovery of the Lorentz transformation29 that Abraham realized the

inconsistency of the 4/3 factor with special relativity.30 Electrodynamics seemed to indicate

Pseif = §AfgeifV, while the Lorentz transformation required Pseif = M,dfV.2* This seeming

paradox has generated a tremendous amount of speculation, some of which has continued

to the present time (see Refs. 31 and 32, for example). Fermi was the first to resolve it in

1922, when he found that the 4/3 factor resulted from an incorrect nonrelativistic definition

of the relativistic electromagnetic momentum.33'34 Despite the repeated rediscovery24'35 of

this important result that there is no 4/3 paradox, it is still unknown to many.

In 1938 Dirac provided the first rigorous derivation of the classical theory of radiating

electrons.36 He dealt with the singularity of the electromagnetic field of a point particle by

separating the field symmetrically into retarded and advanced parts and then demonstrat-

ing that the radiation field, which is the difference of the two, has no singularity along the

world-line of a particle. His calculation, which was based on a careful covariant treatment

of energy-momentum conservation, yielded the Lorentz-Dirac equation,

Ma* = |e2 (a* + a V ) + eF£vv . (2)

Throughout this report we use the metric g11" = diag(l, —1,-1,-1) and write four-vectors

as 2?M = (5°, B) = (i?',!?1,!?1',!?*). In the above relativistic expression, a dot denotes

the derivative with respect to proper time T. The experimental mass M in Dirac's theory

was identified by considering the energy-momentum flux out of a vanishingly small tube

surrounding the particle's world-line. Because Eo. (2) requires three boundary conditions,

Dirac required that the final acceleration of a particle be specified in addition to its ini-



tial position and velocity. Dirac also recognized that such boundary conditions require a
particle to start accelerating before it feels a force which will act at a future time; this is
the infamous "preacceleration" phenomenon. Thus in a single paper Dirac laid a rigorous
foundation for classical point-electron theory and identified the conceptual and acausal
problems with the theory.

B. Particle Motion in Classical Meson Fields

Bhabha did for massive vector mesons in 193937 what Dirac had done the year before

for photons36 by constructing the meson-field analog of the Lorentz-Dirac equation using

Dirac's methods:

Ma* = W (> + aV) + g2m2 T ^ f M l l ^ l i z ) j (ms) + gG&Vy , (3)

where s11 = q'i(T)—q't(T') is the space-time displacement and m is the meson mass. Bhabha

used the renormalization method of Pryce38 to relate what he calls the "real" neutron

mass M to the "effective" neutron mass M'\ M' = M — \g2m. His terminology here is

unfortunately ambiguous. With our interpretation that his real mass is the experimental

mass, the mass M appearing on the left-hand side of Eq. (3) should actually be M + \g2rn.

This same replacement should also be made in analogous equations given by Havas,39 who

made the same interpretation. However, as an illustration of the confusion (hat existed

at the time, in a later paper Havas concluded instead that the effective mass should be

identified with the experimental mass.40

Bhabha also calculated the plane-wave scattering amplitude for vector mesons scat-

tering off nucleons. In a paper with Harish-Chandra,41 Bhabha treated the problem of

self-interaction for meson fields with arbitrary spin. Harish-Chandra then proceeded to

consider the self-interaction of higher multipole moments42 and to investigate the scatter-

ing of scalar mesons off nucleons.43 Like Bhabha, Harish-Chandra also fails to make any

clear identification of the experimental mass with any of the mass variables in his equations

of motion. However, under the assumption that what he calls simply the neutron "mass"

is the experimental neutron mass, the mass appearing in his equations of motion should

be replaced by M — %g2m. Again, this same replacement should also be made in analo-

gous equations of Havas.39 Later, Le Couteur extended the formalism of the vector field

to include isospin,44 and Majumdar and Apte rederived the scalar- and vector-field equa-

tions of motion and carefully investigated the nature of the singularity along the particle's

world-line.45

Much of the later work on point particles interacting through classical meson fields was



performed by Havas and his collaborators. Havas's early work39'46'47 involved alternate

formulations of particle interactions such as the Wheeler-Feynman action-at-a-distance

theory48 and the Infeld-Wallace symmetric-field scheme,49 as well as the construction of

variational principles for self-intei acting particles. Reference 39 deals with neutral mesons,

while Ref. 47 deals with charged mesons. Unfortunately, these papers and Havas's paper

on plane-wave scattering of scalar and vector mesons50 incorrectly equate the experimental

mass to the mass appearing in the equations of motion. It is not until Havas included elec-

tromagnetic radiation in his discussion40 that he suspected that this is incorrect and that

the meson-field self-energy shifts the observed mass relative to the mass in the equations of

motion. Havas's other work on meson fields discussed multipole singularities,51"53 arbitrary

spin,54 scattering with more complicated couplings,55 and coupling to the electromagnetic

field.56-57

The present report provides a careful analysis of the effective mass problem and includes

the effects of finite particle size in the equations of motion, which will be solved in a

forthcoming publication.19

C. Particle Preacceleration and Runaway Solutions

As noted above in our discussion of the Lorentz-Dirac equation, the equations of motion

for a self-interacting point particle pose several conceptual problems. These problems are

not limited to the case of electrodynamics, but also occur for meson-field self-interactions.

In general, the solutions to the equations of motion contain exponentially growing compo-

nents called "runaway solutions." These solutions diverge for large times and are physically

unrealistic. To eliminate the component of the solution that grows uncontrollably, one must

require that the acceleration of the particle vanish for a time long after the interaction.

This requirement, however, introduces noncausal behavior in that it causes the particle to

start accelerating before it reaches the interaction region; this is called "preacceleration."

Preacceleration occurs on the time scale of the classical radius divided by the speed of light.

In the case of the electron, the Compton wavelength is much larger than the classical ra-

dius, so quantum mechanics masks any preacceleration effects;58 in the case of the nucleon

interacting with a meson field (such as the a or w), however, the Compton wavelength

is smaller than the classical radius—exactly the opposite of electrodynamics. When the

extent of the particle is larger than the classical radius, no preacceleration phenomenon

occurs. Many "solutions" to the problems of preacceleration and runaway motion have

been proposed. Erber59 reviews the different approaches to the subject, some of them in-

volving a reinterpretation of the equations of motion, and others involving the introduction



of finite-size particles.

The definitive explanation of the origin of runaway solut'ons appears in the work of

Moniz and Sharp.60"64 In their analysis of a particle's self-interaction in nonrelativistic

quantum electrodynamics, they discovered the following:60'61 (i) The Lorentz-Dirac equa-

tion is the correspondence limit {h —> 0) of the quantum operator equation of motion,

(ii) The self-mass is zero in the quantum-mechanical picture, (iii) The quantum operator

equation of motion has no runaway solutions, (iv) The correspondence limit of the quan-

tum operator solutions are not runaway solutions, (v) The quantum operator solutions do

not violate causality. Thus taking the classical limit of the quantum operator equation in-

troduces runaway solutions which do not correspond to any of the solutions to the original

quantum equation. Only the non-runaway solution corresponds to the classical limit, which

justifies its choice as the physical solution of the Lorentz-Dirac equation. This resolution

of the runaway-solution problem seems to result from the quantal uncertainty in particle

position, giving the particle an effective size large enough to overcome the point-particle

pathology.

D. Finite-Size Effects

The problems of the point-particle theories can be avoided altogether by considering

particles that have finite size: When the extent of the particle is larger than its classical

radius, no runaway solutions exist. Lorentz23 first wrote the equations of motion for

an extended charged particle—see Refs. 59, 62, and 65 for modern rederivations of the

equations. References 66 and 67 provide derivations with the correct treatment of special

relativity, which eliminates the anomalous 4/3 factor discussed above.

Aside from eliminating preacceleration and runaway solutions, an extended-particle

theory provides a much better model of the nucleon than a point-particle one. In Fig. 1 we

show the experimentally determined proton charge distribution, which has a root-mean-

square radius of 0.862 ± 0.012 fm.68 Note that it is well approximated by the exponential

distribution which we adopt for the purposes of our calculations below. Reference 69

discusses further the nucleon's size.

Although the extended-particle theory does not possess runaway solutions or preaccel-

eration, it still has problems with causality when special relativity is taken into account.

It is a well-known fact that rigid bodies cannot be accelerated without violating special

relativity.70 It is less well-known, however, that it is possible to formulate covariant equa-

tions of motion for rigid bodies24 in spite of the causality difficulty. We will discuss these

points further in a following section.
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Fig. 1. Comparison of the experimental proton charge density68 with an exponential form.

In the next part of this report we provide the first derivation of the equations of motion

for extended particles interacting through meson fields. We also for the first time construct

covariant equations of motion for extended self-interacting particles.

I l l FORMULATION

We now present our formulation of the theory of classical hadrodynamics (CHD) in

its present version, where nucleons, which are treated as classical particles, are coupled to

classical fields for a and w mesons. The internal dynamics of the nucleon is ignored, but

we do permit the nucleon to have a finite size. Additionally, the equations of motion are

manifestly Lorentz-covariant, so they are applicable to relativistic situations. Below we

discuss the foundations of the theory and its realization for both point nucleons and for

nucleons with a finite size.

A. Action

In this section we write the action for CHD. We prefer to start from the action rather

than the Lagrangian because the former is Lorentz-invariant while the latter depends upon

the frame in which it is written. We also prefer to take the variations of the action directly

to obtain the equations of motion rather than to insert the Lagrangian into the Euler-

Lagrange equations.



There are two possible approaches for deriving the CHD equations of motion for ex-
tended nucleons: We can either start from an action for extended nucleons, or start from
one for point nucleons and add the nucleon structure once the equations of motion for
point nucleons are known. Although the first approach is conceptually simpler, we take
the second approach here because of its greater algebraic simplicity. An outline of what
would be required for the first approach is given in App. A. The action for CHD we write

M / = /„ + /. + /v + /int , (4)

where /„, JB, 7V, and 7jnt are the actions for the nucleons, scalar meson fields, vector meson

fields, and the coupling of the three, respectively.

For the nucleons we choose the relativistic action for point particles,

(5)

where qi is the four-position of the ith particle, whose trajectory is given by qi = ^(TJ);

the dot represents the derivative with respect to T,-. In the action the four-velocities are

not constrained so that q? — 1 and r,- is not yet identified as the proper time; it is only

in the equations of motion, which are derived as a result of the variation of Jn, that these

statements hold true. We also note that other equivalent actions for relativistic point

particles are possible [Eq. (1-26) of Ref. 58]; however, the source term for the scalar field

is simpler if we use the formulation of Eq. (5).

The quantity MQ in Eq. (5) is the "bare" mass of the nucleon. It differs from the

experimental mass M because of the self-interaction present in our theory. As we will

show below, the experimental mass is equal to the bare mass plus the "hadrostatic" self-

energies associated with the scalar and vector meson fields.

The actions for the scalar and vector fields are

] (6)

(7)

where <j> and V are the scalar and four-vector potentials and ml)V the meson masses. The

corresponding field strengths are d»<t> and G"v = # " l H = &>V - dvV. We identify

the two fields with the a and u> mesons, respectively. These are the same mesons used in

the QHD-I model of Serot and Walecka.11 One could also include charged pseudoscalar

(TT) and charged vector (p) mesons in the theory, in analogy with their QHD-II model,

but this would greatly increase the number of degrees of freedom and input parameters,

so we have not included these fields in our analysis so far. Some authors71 also include

10



terms proportional to <f>3 and <j>* in the a-meson action /,; we have avoided this because
the nonlinearities which then appear in the equations of motion prevent a closed-form
evaluation of the Green function involved. As expected physically, the scalar field provides
an attractive force and the vector field provides a repulsive one.

To treat the interaction between the nucleons and the meson fields we use a minimal
coupling of source and field in the action:

K-V). (8)

The sources for the scalar and vector fields are

J(*) = 9. £/**#»(* - *)Jtf • (9)

**(*) = 5v £ / *5««(x - ft)«f • (10)

Here gt<v is the coupling constant for the scalar (vector) interaction. The Jq? coefficient

in Eq. (9) is necessary to ensure that the forces on the particles arising from the scalar

field are orthogonal to the particles' four-velocities when the variation is taken;72'73 this

factor is unity once the four-velocity is constrained to have unit norm.

As mentioned above, it is possible to introduce the nucieon structure directly into

the action. This involves replacing the ^-functions in Eqs. (9) and (10) with appropriate

densities for the nucieon. These densities have a complicated form because each particle's

charge distribution must be specified in its instantaneous rest frame, as discussed in App. A.

The action (4) contains a total of five input parameters: M, m,, rov, g,, and gy. In

Table 1 we list the values that we have adopted here. The nucieon mass M is taken as

the average of the proton and neutron values;74 we will discuss its relation to the bare

mass Mo appearing in Eq. (5) later. The meson masses are taken from Refs. 74 and 75.

Table 1. Values used for the constants appearing in the CHD model.

Quantity

Nucieon mass
Scalar {a) meson mass

Vector (u>) meson mass

Scalar interaction strength

Vector interaction strength

Nucieon r.m.s. radius

Symbol

M
m,
TTly

9.2

Rmm

Value

938.91897 MeV
550 MeV

781.95 MeV

7.29
10.81

0.862 fm
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Because the a meson is a resonance, it has a large uncertainty in its mass. For the

coupling constants we use the values given by Serot and Walecka,11 although Bryan and

Scott76 use the considerably stronger couplings g2 = 8.19 and gv
2 = 17.26. The first

set was chosen to properly saturate symmetric nuclear matter in QHD-I. Bryan and Scott

obtained the second set from an analysis of nucleon-nucleon scattering at laboratory kinetic

energies below 350 MeV, but with additional mesons included in their one-boson-exchange

potentials. Since both sets of coupling constants were obtained for point nucleons, one

should regard their use for extended nucleons as for illustrative purposes only; ultimately,

a consistent set should be determined for extended nucleons by a detailed comparison to

experimental results. For consistency with conventional nuclear physics notation, we have

adopted definitions slightly different from those of Serot and Walecka:11 g2 = **£- and

One can derive the equations of motion for point nucleons from the action of Eq. (4)

by setting the variations 61/8<j>(x), Sl/SV^fe), and 6I/6q?(Ti) equal to zero. The results

(11)

d2 + mv
2) V = i*K» , (12)

(Mo + g^dqt = gWhti + 5vGT9-« , (13)

along with the constraint q? = 1; the fields in Eq. (13) are evaluated at the point x = g,-,

as denoted by the subscript i. Equation (11) is the familiar Klein-Gordon equation and

Eq. (12) is the Proca equation. The tensor V$v = g"" — q^q" projects vectors onto the

subspace orthogonal to <jt; its appearance in the equations of motion ensures that the four-

acceleration is always orthogonal to the four-velocity. We already have G^q'iu orthogonal

to <j, because G*" is antisymmetric. Thus we must solve an ordinary differential equation

for each nucleon and a partial differential equation for each field.

Solving the set of five partial differential equations (11) and (12) over a large region of

four-dimensional space-time would be a difficult computational undertaking. Because of

the short range of the meson forces (typically, one-quarter to one-third of a fermi) the grid

size for a numerical solution would need to be quite small—perhaps prohibitively so—for

an accurate calculation. Thus it is fortunate that these equations can be solved formally

using Green-function techniques; we can then substitute the solutions into Eq. (13) to

eliminate the explicit appearance of the fields.

The differential equation for the Green function is

(d2 + m.,v
2) G.tV(x, *') = 4x6W(x - x') , (14)

12



which is satisfied by

fa ^ ] , (15)
where s^ = xM — xft>, s = y/s • s, and 6 is the Heavyside (step) function. The Green function

is found by taking the Fourier transform of its momentum-space representation, which is

simple because the differential equation becomes an algebraic equation in momentum space.

We have chosen the retarded Green function in Eq. (15) so that we may propagate the

solution forward in time. From Eq. (14) the solutions to the field equations (11) and (12)

<t>{x) = 0o(x) - / d*x'G.(x, x')j(x') , (16)

V{x) = V£{x) + J d*x'Gv(x, x')K»{x') . (17)

With our choice of boundary conditions, the external fields <f>o(x) and V£(x), which are

solutions of the homogeneous equations, are zero. Note that the nucleon self-interaction

arises because the forces on the right-hand side of Eq. (13) depend implicitly on the nu-

cleon's past trajectory through the source terms j and K in Eqs. (16) and (17).

In the next two sections of this report we substitute Eqs. (16) and (17) into Eq. (13) and

evaluate the integrals involved. This procedure will result in equations of motion for the

particles which include their self-interaction *\nd their interaction with each other. Thus

it will not be necessary to explicitly calculate the fields <j> and V.

B. Equations of Motion for Point Nucleons

Because the self-interaction has a singularity for point particles it is convenient to treat

it separately from the interaction between different particles. Thus for each nucleon we

separate the total field into two distinct parts:

) + &*(*) , (18)

The above division is of course different for each particle. Below we derive the forces asso-

ciated with the self-interaction and the external interaction and determine the relationship

between the bare mass Mo and the experimental mass M.

1. Self-Force. When we substitute the Green function of Eq. (15) into Eqs. (16)

and (17) and set the boundary condition at infinity to zero we find

- -* [J - m. £ A-iiail] , (20)

13



where q = q(r), q' = q(r'), 5M = a;" — q1*, s>tl = iM — g'**, and it = s • <j. The retarded

proper time r is defined by the condition s2 = 0. We drop the particle number subscript i

in this derivation because we only consider a particle's interaction with itself. In order to

calculate the forces, we need the derivatives of the potentials:

~ p(l ~k) + ~ ~ m.2£dr'̂ 2Mm.s')j , (22)

- ^ - £ p - ( 1 " * ) + ^ n ? - - m ' / r f r ' ^ " j 8 ( r a ^ ) J •(23)

Here it = s g and A^B^ = A»B" - AVB».
Next we need to define the fields along the particle's world-line. We use Teitelboim's

method of maximal matching77'78 rather than the traditional method of Dirac, which in-

volves a lengthy calculation of the stress-energy tensor. Both methods yield the same

renormalized equations of motion.

In the maximal-matching method the field at a point q[T0) on the world-line is given
by the average of the field on a vanishingly small sphere around the point:

We take u to be a purely spatial unit vector in the particle's rest frame at r0: i.e., u • v = 0

and u • u = — 1, where we now introduce the shorthand notation v = q'(T0) and a = g(r0)

for the four-velocity and four-acceleration at the point of interest ?(T0). The average in

Eq. (24) is over all possible orientations of u. For any given u and e we define a a such

that \q{jo) + eu — q(r)]2 = 0 at proper time T = TQ — <T and a > 0. Thus a is the amount of

proper-time retardation caused by the small displacement eu. Figure 2 shows the averaging

schematically.

We next proceed to show that the divergent terms in this expression can be absorbed

into a redefined particle mass. Simple inspection of Eqs. (22) and (23) shows that the

integral terms are O(l) as t —» 0 and thus do not diverge along the world-line. (The

integrands are singular only at the upper end point of the integration, but the singularity

is integrable.) Consequently, we need to concentrate only on the preceding terms in these

equations.

Expanding s, q, and q about T0, we have at the retarded time r

14



Fig. 2. Orientation of the averaging spatial unit vector M, the radius e of the averaging
sphere, and the retarded proper-time displacement a appearing implicitly in Eq. (24).

s = eu + crv - \a2a + \<rzh + O(a4) ,

q = v - oa + ia + 0(<r3) ,

9 = a - ah + O(a2) ,

k = eu • a - eau a + \a2a2 + O(az) ,

and, from the implicit definition of a via s2 = 0,

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)

(29)

r « T v ' . (30)
y/l-cua

One substitutes these into Eqs. (20), (22), and (23) and retains all terms up to 0(1) in e;

other terms vanish in the limit e —> 0. All terms odd in u'1 vanish when integrated over

the unit sphere, terms independent of u are unchanged, and for quadratic terms we need

the identity , ,

(»n = i("V-/r (3i)
The averaging leaves us with the following c-dependent expressions for the scalar potential

and self-forces:
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f ^ ] , (33)

- mv
2 / « f r ' i 4 - J j M ) + O(e) . (34)

Now we can rewrite Eq. (13) with the self-fields eliminated:

* T V = /." + /v + 5.^""5^exi + *G£i«* + 0(e) , (35)

with

f/T ^ ^ ] ft*«t(«) , (36)
- § (5i

2 - 5v
2) i , (37)

2 / T ^J2{mts') , (38)
-oo

(39)

The quantity M* is the effective mass for point nucteons, M" is its value for uniform motion

in the absence of an external field, and / , and fv are the self-forces for the scalar and vector

fields. The divergent 1/e terms contribute to the mass because they are coefficients of the

acceleration and arc the underlying origin of the difficulties associated with preacceleration

and runaway solutions in the classical theory of self-interacting point particles. The next

section relates M' to M, the experimental mass, and discusses the nature of the solutions

to Eq. (35).

Z. Effective Mais and Runaway Solutioni. We identify the experimental mass
by «&nsiJ«i>ittg <*«t<5m&l fowee that ««&t£ a. email &££«I@v&ti<!.it; tk^tt tke total external

force must ecjual the experimental mass times the acceleration. This holds only for vanish-

ingly small accelerations and for nearly uniform motion; for complicated motion at large

acceleration the result will be different.

Thus we consider small displacements »?M from a trajectory with uniform velocity. In

the rest frame of the particle we write

? " = T£$ + rf . (40)

16



It is easy to show (App. B) that if we assume a small, uniform acceleration

ij ~ C = constant , (41)

f ~ C° = 0(|C|2) , (42)

then the self-forces become f? = ||f i
2m,C' and /$* = i<7v

2mvC't and the effective mass

becomes M* = M*. Because the external forces sum to MC, Eq. (35) becomes

M */~%a 1 2 /°»M i 1 2 fit i \jt/~ni IAfi\

C" = 5g, m.0^ + 5</v mvC^ + MC" , (4d)
so

M = M* - iff,2m. - 55v2mv = Af0 - § (s.2 - $v
2) - + \g*m. - ~gv

2mv . (44)

Now it is easy to see that taking the limit e —* 0 makes the bare mass Mo infinite; the

scalar self-interaction causes a positive divergence in MQ while the vector self-interaction

causes a negative one. We will show in our discussion of the extended-nucleon case that

the mass contributions from the two fields are just the static self-energies of the fields.

As discussed above in our historical review, self-interacting point-particle classical equa-

tions of motion support preacceleration and runaway solutions. To demonstrate that

Eq. (35) supports these solutions, we look to see if an exponential growth of accelera-

^ ~ C * K V * , (45)

is an asymptotic solution. In App. B we show that

/." ~ ~W [™.3 - K 2 + «2)3/2] C»e" , (46)
ft ~ \g2 [mv

3 - (mv
2 - 2K2) yjmv* + «2] C V T , (47)

and that C° = O(|C|2) once again. When we combine this with the other terms in Eq. (35)

we arrive at the characteristic equation

F(K2) = \g2 [(m,2 + K2f2 - f m.K2 - m.3]

- |5v
2 [(mv

2 - 2K 2 ) >JmS + K2 + f mvK
2 •- mv

3] - MK2 = 0 . (48)

If the real part of a root K of Eq. (48) is positive then the acceleration will grow with time,

while if it is negative the acceleration will decay with time; the imaginary part of a root

causes the acceleration to oscillate within the envelope determined by the real part. Thus

preacceleration will occur if the characteristic equation has any solutions where n has a

positive real part.
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It turns out that Eq. (48) has only one solution (other than the trivial K = 0 one
corresponding to uniform motion) for the principal branches of the square-root function
and that this solution is real and positive. We are interested only in the principal branches
because it is on these that the analysis in App. B holds. For the limiting cases of either
small K or large K, Eq. (48) can be solved analytically to yield the approximate solutions

K =

\l~p _8M_

M

for K •< min {m,,mv}

for K ~^> max{m,,mv}
(49)

For the special case of electrodynamics,24'65 where m, = mv = gt = 0 and gv = e, this

reproduces the well-known result K"1 = |e 2 /M (where e?/M is the classical radius) for

the asymptotic growth range K"1.

Figure 3 illustrates the graphical solution of the characteristic equation (48) for two

sets of coupling constants, and Fig. 4 shows the resulting values of the asymptotic growth

constant « = +-\/«^ as a function of the scalar and vector interaction strengths g,2 and gv
2.

The root K = —S/K? corresponds to an exponentially damped solution and is not relevant

100

50

E

-50

Characteristic equation
for the asymptotic
growth constant K
for point nucleons

3.76

Serot-Walecka •
Bryan-Scott

• • • ! • • • •

- 5 0 5
K2 (frrr2)

10

Fig. 3. Plots of the characteristic equation (48) that determines the asymptotic growth
constant K of point nucleonic motion for two sets of coupling constants.
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Fig. 4. Plots of the dependence of the asymptotic growth constant K of Eq. (48) upon
the scalar and vector interaction strengths.

to the discussion of runaway solutions. For the Serot-Walecka set of coupling constants

(<7»2 = 7.29 and gv
2 = 10.81) we find an asymptotic growth range « - 1 = 0.516 fm; the

Bryan-Scott set (g,2 = 8.19 and gy
2 — 17.26) gives K"1 = 0.635 fm. The asymptotic growth

constant K decreases and the asymptotic growth range K"1 increases with greater scalar or

vector interaction strength, as can be seen also from Eq. (49).

We have verified in Ref. 15 by numerical integration for some simple scattering prob-

lems that the acceleration does indeed increase exponentially with the growth constant «

determined from the characteristic equation.

3. External Forces and Method of Solution. In this section we complete our

derivation of the equations of motion for point particles by presenting the form of the

external forces. We then rewrite the equations in a numerically stable form. In this

section we once again include the particle number subscript which was omitted in the two

previous sections.

The external forces from the other particles appearing in Eq. (35) are identical in form

to the self-forces of Eqs. (22) and (23), but need not be reduced further because they lack
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divergence problems. We have

(50)

(51)

1 / \ I / t\ U IX li tU U fU I • J I* •*
U f n P r P ft • ~̂" ft • I T • 1 ft ~~* ft • I T I Q —» yi1^ ^_ /I ft ~~ /I —̂  ft BC • **—- Q • • /J • ATlfi K*- *"™* Q • • ft •
w l i c i t U j —̂ V J v J / ) * i ~~ a J \ i / ? i *"" Vt ^ i ? i ~~* * i V i > J ""̂  J * J ' ****** ««'j ™~ " i T.3*

Once again the retarted proper time Tj is defined by the condition Sj2 = 0. The external
scalar potential, which contributes to the self-mass, is just

</i4^ext i(<7i) = "~<7i / I"! mt I dT; ; I . (52)
j # > . L«j J-oo S} j

Thus the complete equations of motion for point particles in CHD become

(53)

with the forces given by Eqs. (38), (39), (50), and (51), and the effective mass by Eqs. (36)

and (52).

Inspection of the equations of motion (53) reveals that they are third-order, nonlocal,

nonlinear, ordinary differential equations in four dimensions per particle. Because we are

physically not interested in the runaway solutions, which diverge for large positive time,

this is also a two-point boundary-value problem. Namely, one specifies the position and

velocity for large negative time and requires the acceleration to vanish for large positive

time.

The three primary numerical methods applicable to such equations are "shooting"

methods, relaxation methods, and iteration methods . A shooting method involves repeat-

edly solving an initial-value problem for different initial conditions until the required final

conditions are satisfied. The difficulty with this method in our case is that any numeri-

cal error ("noise") arising from the propagation of the initial condition forward in time is

amplified—it grows exponentially at the same rate as a runway solution; eventually the

noise dominates the solution. Relaxation methods avoid these instability problems but

require, in our case, the inversion of a prohibitively large matrix.

The iteration method is a relatively slow, but much more stable, method requiring only
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modest amounts of storage. We first rewrite the equations of motion so that the third-order
terms are explicit:

«? = fti + /v,,- + SU* + /"exM- = W + Ft , (54)

where A = ^ga
2 + |gv

2 . We can introduce an integrating factor79 and integrate Eq. (54) to

find 1 / rl M(T)\

Thus we have reduced the order of the equation by one and included the final boundary

condition in the equation itself. Runaway solutions are suppressed because the exponential

inside the integral damps them out. A solution is found by evaluating the right-hand side

for a trial trajectory and using the left-hand side to compute the next trial trajectory; after

a number of iterations the trial trajectories converge to the true solution. Convergence can

be accelerated by choosing an optimum algorithm for updating the trial solution.80

C. Dynamics of Extended Nucleons

We approach the dynamics of extended nucleons slightly differently than we do those of

point nucleons. We first take the equations of motion (13) and add the nucleon structure

in the nonrelativistic limit. We then USL our knowledge of the relativistic point-particle

equations of motion to generalize the nonrelativistic extended-particle equations to the

relativistic case.

1. Forces on an Extended Particle. In this section we write the relativistically

correct expressions for the forces on an extended particle. The most complete treatment

of extended general-relativistic bodies is given by Dixon,81 who discusses the definition of

center-of-mass, conserved quantities such as angular momentum, and the absolute deriva-

tive of integrals over hypersurfaces. We do not have to worry about the ambiguity in the

definition of center-of-mass81182 because we deal exclusively with mass densities that are

spherically symmetric in their rest frames within the context of special relativity.

We start from the definition of the momentum in the fields,

= / (56)

where 0"" is the stress-energy tensor of the fields and Si (77) is a spatial three-surface in
particle z's rest frame at proper time r,. Using the divergence theorem and the equations
of motion for the fields, one can show that

1 tttt J
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where the future-time boundary of the four-volume V,(T.) is E,(T,) (i.e., E, C dVi) and the

past-time boundary of V,- is independent of T{. Figure 5 illustrates the geometrical situation.

The currents j(x) and Kti(x) generated by nucleons with rigid-body mass densities are

(§7.4 of Ref. 24)

r,- [1 - a3 • (x - q,)) S[v3 • (x - <h)}p [ ^ - ( x - 9 i (59)

where /)(r) is the mass density of the nucleon in its rest frame, normalized to unity [Eq. (77)

below].

In order to evaluate the derivative in Eq. (57), we introduce a coordinate system moving

with the particle of interest (a Fermi-Walker coordinate system; see §6.5 of Ref. 70 for

details). We make £° = T, the time coordinate and £ the spatial position relative to the

particle in its rest frame. Thus

(60)

where the ei(r,) are the three spatial basis vectors for the coordinates at time r,. The time

Fig. 5. Sketch of the integration volume V of Eq. (57). The moving boundary E(r)
is the spatial three-surface which is the rest frame of the particle at proper time r.
The starting boundary is an arbitary spatial three-surface, and the volume extends to
infinity in all spatial directions.
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basis vector is simply the velocity so to(T,) = v,-. Reference 70 shows that any vector A is
transported in the Fermi-Walker system according to

dA
— = (viA)ai-(ai-A)vi. (61)

By applying this law to the basis vectors themselves one can show that the Jacobian of

the transformation from inertial to Fermi-Walker coordinates is

( f ^ l - « , £ , (62)

±]*x... = J*t\\ + *.$.... (63)
See Refs. 24, 66, 67, and 83 for alternative derivations of this equation. Note that the

Jacobian has a singularity; we will discuss the physical meaning of this shortly.

We now rewrite the equations of motion for the spatial components as

F,, i + F V i l , (64)

where

F,,i = 5 .yrf3x|H-a l-(x-q i) |p( |x-q, |)[-V^(x,0] , (65)

FV(, =9vjd
3x\l + ai.(x- q<)| p(\x- «|) [- W°(x, t) - ftV(x, *)] , (66)

4* = g.j#x |1 + a, • (x - qi)\p(\x - q,|Mx,*) . (67)

Although the above equations are written in the rest frame of the particle—and are hence

not covariant—they are still relativistically exact. Below we evaluate them in the rest

frame and then rewrite them covariantly.

As mentioned above, the Jacobian (62) has a singularity when 1 + a,- • (x — q,) vanishes.

It arises because a single space-time event may be in the particle's rest frame at two

different proper times if the acceleration is large enough, thus creating an ambiguity as to

which coordinates to assign the event (i.e., one x may map to more than one possible £).70

Figure 6 shows how a single event can have two different Fermi-Walker coordinates. The

distance to the overlap of the coordinate systems is the inverse-acceleration (—a,- • a,)"1'2

(or ja,|—1 in the rest frame). For a rigid body in the particle's rest frame at each proper

time, the Fermi-Walker coordinate singularity gives rise to causality violation. Figure 6

shows how distant parts of a relativistic rigid body are forced to move backwards in time

when the body accelerates; this behavior starts at distances (—a,- • aj)"1'2.
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Fig. 6. Sketch illustrating the rest frame of an accelerated particle at two proper times
T\ and r2. The arrows indicate the direction in which the Fermi-Walker time coordinate
£° advances. Note that there exists a point at a distance |a.|~a from the particle which
lies in the rest frame at two different proper times, and thus has two different sets of
Fermi-Walker coordinates. Causality is violated for a rigid body extending into the
region beyond that coordinate-system singularity because time must flow backwards
for the body there.

2. Nonrelativistic Self-Interaction. In this section we separate the internal and

external fields as in Eqs. (18) and (19) and consider the fields <j>ac\t{x) and Vj^t(x) that

appear implicitly in Eq. (64). By introducing a differential operator Ds<v = Jm^2 + dt
2

we show in App. D.I that the time integration of the Green-function integral can be

evaluated exactly:

/ (68)

where R = |x — x'|. Next we specialize to the nonrelativistic case. This makes it possible

(App. D.2) to write the self-forces as

fs,self = — \0s2

*v,self = Z$\

.) + dt
2 q(*) , (69)

Ho\Dv) — mvHo(rnv) — Ot 3—s — — JHi(mv)l ? q(<) ,
I *- V TTty J 1

(70)
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and the scalar self-potential as

= — 9
Ho(m.)

m,
(71)

all in the nonrelativistic limit. For ease of notation, we once again omit the subscript i

denoting nucleon number. These equations are written in terms of the nucleon structure

function . _ .

and a derivative, integral, and generalized Laplace transform of this structure function:

(73)

h(a) = f d<T'h{<r') ,
Jo

h(a) = h'(a) - 6mv
2h(a) ,

Hn(m)= I™ dah{o)<Tne-2am .
Jo

In the above p(r) is the nucleon mass density normalized so that

4a- f°° T2drp{r) = 1 .
Jo

Appendix C tabulates p(r), h(<r), HQ{m), and Hx{m) for various mass densities. Figures

7-9 show these functions for three common mass densities with the same r.m.s. radius. We

consider only spherically symmetric densities.

(74)

(75)

(76)

(77)

Exponential
Uniform
Shell

0.5 1.0
Radial Distance r (fm)

Fig. 7. Plots of the mass density p(r) for three illustrative functional forms; the vertical
line represents a ^-function.
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Fig. 8. Plots of the structure function h(a) corresponding to the three mass densities
of Fig, 7; the vertical lines represent ^-functions.
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Shell

2 3 4
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Fig. 9. Plots of the structure function's generalized Laplace transform Ho(m) corre-
sponding to the three mass densities of Fig. 7.
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In App. D.3 we eliminate the differential operators and rewrite the self-forces in the

computationally tractable forms

" W l^1 + ̂ K ) ] 4(0 • <78)
tv,sdf - "7"

+ J f io (mv) + ^ i ( m v ) K ( < ) ) ( 7 9 )

L mv J
where Aq(a) = q(<) — q(2 — a).

3. Effective Mass and Runaway Solutions. Before we proceed to identify the

effective mass in the equations of motion and discuss the possibility of runaway solutions,

we introduce the following two self-energy functions:

E.(m) = -\g> j rf3z / d*x'p(x)^p(x') = - f t 2 ^ , (80)
. - m B

Ev(m) = ^J^Xj<Px'p(x)^-p(x') = 5 v 2 ^ ^ , (81)

where m is a mass-like quantity. The above equations are simply the integrals over all

pairs of points within a particle with a Yukawa potential between the points. Thus the

"hadrostatic" self-energies of the scalar and vector meson fields can be written M, = Et(mt)

and MM = Ev(mv), respectively. The logarithmic derivatives of these functions are denoted

M' =
dlnm

dE,
= m-

r«,v

dm
(82)

m=mt,r

We now proceed as in the point-particle case and find the effective mass which results

from the inclusion of self-interaction. Thus we need to find the acceleration dependence of

the self-forces. To do this we simply find the acceleration term in the series expansions of

Eqs. (69) and (70):

a2 / 2 ( T W (~ \ 11
\) - m.H0(m.) + dr —*—- + ^i(m.) >

94 \i)vH0(bv) - mvH0(mv) -3 I
)
/a,=o

Equations (64), (71), and (83) give the following relationship between the experimental
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mass and the bare mass:
Mo + 2M. = M + M, - Mv (84)

or
M = Mo + M. + Mv , (85)

as intuitively expected from the outset. The scalar field contributes a negative quantity
(M, < 0) to the experimental mass because it is attractive, while the vector field contributes
a positive quantity (Mv > 0) because it is repulsive.

The point-particle limit of Eq. (85) corresponds exactly to Eq. (44) in our earlier
discussion. Prom Eq. (173) in App. C, the limit of a point particle has Ho(m) = m/e — m2,

where e is proportional to the radius of the particle. This leads to

M = Mo - I (g2 - gv
2) 1 + \g2m, - yv

2mv , (86)

which is -exactly like Eq. (44) once we realize that there is no reason to assume the two

definitions of e are identical; in fact, the e here is 3/4 of the one in the point-particle

discussion.

Now it is convenient to group the terms in our equations of motion differently and write

M'a = f. + fv + f,,ext + fv>ext , (87)

w i t h -•-

M- = M-+g.texi, (88)

Sr = Mo + *&« + W p j j j ^ + ff.K)] - W [ ^ ^ + n , w ]
= Mo + §M. + IM; - |MV + | M ;

, (89)

r 9* / jf . = T7T / d(r ' ( f ) - m, jf" JCA' i^/<T\ C ') J.KC)] Aq(a) , (90)

(f) -m- rdc^ (^r^) J i ( m v C )
12

_ <7v2 Z"50

f v~~6~/o '

We next compare the electrodynamics limit (g, = 0, <?v = e, m, = 0, mv = 0) of our

equations to previous work. Equations (89), (90), and (91) now become

M* = M - f Mv = Mo - \MV , (92)

f. = 0 , (93)

fv = | e 2 l°° doh(<?) (v(<) - v(< - 2o)\ . (94)

This is exactly the equation obtained by Kaup:66 it includes the |MV term, which correctly

eliminates the 4/3 factor discussed in our historical overview.
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Runaway solutions are found as in the point-particle case: We assume an exponentially

growing acceleration, ^/jS ^ 2 Kt
q(t) ~ C/cV (95)

and derive a characteristic equation,

F(K2) = \g2 -D.H0{D.) + msH0{ma) -\gv
2 v HO{DV) + mvH0(Tnv)\ - M'K2

L J L u* J
.) - §m.2M. - 2K2EV(DV) + § A / VV

= § [E,(DS) - A/.] D.2 + | [EV{DV) - Mv] (Dv
2 - 3/c2) - [M + ±M.' + iM^j K2

= 0 , (96)

where Z),,v = t/m,iV
2 + /c2. A careful analysis of this characteristic equation shows that

runaway solutions exist if and only if the effective mass is negative (M* < 0). This is the

correct statement of the so-called Herglotz-Wildermuth theorem.84'85

We now investigate the dependence of the masses Mo and M* on nucleon size. Figure 10

shows this variation for an exponential mass density. No runaway solutions are present

for physical nucleons because they have positive effective masses (583 MeV for our choice

of coupling constants). Figure 11 shows the characteristic equation (96) for several r.m.s.

radii, and Fig. 12 shows its solution for the asymptotic growth range K"1 as a function of

r.m.s. radius.
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Fig. 10. Plots of the bare, effective, and experimental masses Mo, M*, and M as
functions of nucleon r.m.s. radius for an exponential mass density.
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Fig. 11. Plots of the characteristic equation (96) that determines the asymptotic growth
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Fig. 12. Plots of the asymptotic growth range K~X of extended nucleonic motion
functions of the nur'eon r.m.s. radius for two sets of coupling constants.
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4. Relativistic Generalization. In summary, we have now derived two sets of

equations of motion: Eq. (53) for relativistic point particles and Eq. (87) for nonrelativis-

tic extended particles. If possible, we would have derived the equations for relativistic

extended particles from an appropriate action, as outlined in App. A, but the nonlineari-

ties present in the special theory of relativity prohibit the analytic evaluation of the seven

integrals in the calculation of the self-interaction. (There are two sets of three-dimensional

integrals over the particle's mass density and one over its past history; the Green function

is the kernel in this seven-dimensional integral.) Instead of providing a rigorous derivation,

we find the simplest covariant generalization of the equations of motion derived above. Be-

low we construct equations of motion for relativistic extended particles which have both

the correct relativistic point-particle and correct nonrelativistic extended-particle limits,

which we already know exactly. These limits put such strong constraints on the possible

generalization that there seems to be little ambiguity in the form of the generalization at

which we arrive.

Our approach in constructing this generalization is to take the nonrelativistic extended-

particle equations and write them covariantly, and then to see whether the point-particle

limit agrees with our previously derived equations for that case. If necessary, correction

terms can be added so long as they vanish in the nonrelativistic limit. The only difficultly

in the first step arises because the time interval At — t — t' of the nonrelativistic case

can correspond to either the proper time interval AT = T — T' or the space-time displace-

ment s' = J(q — q')2 since s' fa AT in the nonrelativistic limit. In some parts of the

nonrelativistic equations AT corresponds toer while in others s' does.

The scalar force is simplest to generalize. We assume a solution of the form

| ) - m .

where s;/i = ?M(T) — ^ ( r ' ) and r' = T — «r, and demonstrate that this force has the correct

relativistic point-particle and nonrelativistic extended-particle limits. The projector V1"

ensures that the four-velocity and four-force are orthogonal, as they must be to keep v2 = 1.

The reason for using s' instead of a as the upper limit of the second term's integrand is

apparent when we take the point-particle limit of these forces. It is trivially shown that

Eq. (97) becomes exactly Eq. (90) in the nonrelativistic limit (s' w a).

We now consider the point-particle limit of Eq. (97). If we ignore the divergent part

of the point-particle structure function, we have h{a) = — \l>'+{0). [See App. C for the
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definition of the offset Dirac ^-function 6+(x).] Inserting this into Eq. (97) gives

s: = W («" + «2»M) - * W * " r do^^r1*'*. (98)
JO S
JO S

which is identical to the previously derived point-particle scalar self-force (38). In deriving
this we have used integration by parts and the identities

V'a,, = a" + a V , (99)

Thus Eq. (97) has the correct nonrelativistic extended-particle and relativistic point-

particle limits. It is also manifestly covariant.

The vector force is somewhat more difficult to generalize properly than the scalar one.

For this case we assume a solution of the form

, (101)

where W and W are unknown functions . We require W —> 1, ̂ 1 —• 0, and W —» 0

in the nonrelativistic limit, so Eq. (91) is obtained exactly.

We now take the point-particle limit as before and determine the proper W and W to

match Eq. (39), the previously derived point-particle vector force. Using

2^£l-J l W = _ l j 2 W , (103)

we get

R = |-7v2 («- + a2v») - gSm*!** jT do^ (w'j, - W-^j J2(mvs')

= fa2 (a» + «V) + *WP*" fo°°dallw- s'-£ (W*L

(*>U)dcr\ /
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which is identical to the point-particle vector force (39) provided that

W-s'—(w— | - 2 W ' = v'-v , (106)
da \ ds'J K '

s'W^- = s' • v . (107)
as'

Thus the two unknown functions W and W must satisfy two coupled differential equations.

The second has the solution / / ,,'Uo' ,,\
W = l y ' ' , (108)

which gives (y . y ' )^ / . „)
W' = ^ ^-—-i - u' • v = W - v • v (109)

when W is substituted into the first. Thus Eqs. (106) and (107) have a solution. We now

need only verify that W and W have the correct nonrelativistic limit. In the nonrelativistic

limit we have v' • v —» 1, s' • v' —» <x, s' • v —> cr, and s' —> er, so W —> 1 and W —• 0, as

required. This leads to

>v

Thus the vector force can also be written in a covariant form which has the correct non-

relativistic extended-particle and relativistic point-particle limits.

The expression for the effective mass also has to be generalized to the case of a relativis-

tic extended particle. Although Eqs. (89) and (37) for M* in the two limits are consistent,

we must reconcile the equations (88) and (36) for M*. We define

+ gjcxi , (111)

and assume a relativistic correction to the scalar self-mass of the form

d(h ( ^ ^ 1 MmA ~ 2M, . (112)

We now must demonstrate that this has the correct relativistic point-particle and nonrel-

ativistic extended particle limits.

In the nonrelativistic limit, where s' « <r, a calculation similar to that in App. D.3

AM.elf - - j , 2 ^ - 2M. = 0 , (113)
m,

which agrees with the previously derived nonrelativistic extended-particle case, Eq. (88).

The relativistic point-particle limit is found using the same methods as used for the forces
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above. We find

f°° •A("l»-S') i \ f°° «A ("*.*') 1
AA/1M!if —• g, m, I da—i 2A/, = o, m , / da •—- — 1 , (114)

Jo s' [Jo s' J
which matches Eq. (36) for the relativistic point-particle case.

Therefore, we have explicitly constructed covariant self-forces and self-mass for an ex-

tended, relativistic particle in Eqs. (97), (110), (111), and (112). It is, of course, conceivable

that other possible generalizations exist, but these are the simplest and most physically

reasonable ones.

5. External Forces. Before discussing the force between two particles, we consider

the simple situation of the interaction energy of two particles. We define the interaction

energy function to be

W(m,r) = jd\, Id3x2p(xy)^p(x2) , (115)

where R = |xi — X2I and r is the distance between the centers of the two particles.

The actual static interaction energy for a scalar (vector) Yukawa force then becomes
:Ffif«,v2W (̂'T*i,v>r)- -for complete overlap (r = 0) we retrieve the self-energies of each of

the two nucleons exactly: .

Figure 13 shows how the interaction potential for finite-size nucleons differs from that for

point nucleons: That for point nucleons is stronger at small distances and weaker at large

distances.

Using Eq. (68), we can rewrite the interaction energy between two particles in motion

as

/

/• t r e~^R

d3xiJdix2G{x1,x2)p{x2) = j d3xlj dzx2P{-x.ut)—p{x2,t)
= T{W[D,r(t)}}, (117)

with D = y dt
2 + m2 and where T is a time-ordering operator which puts all of the

derivatives dt to the left of the displacement function r(t). This equation is relativistically

correct even though it is written in a particular frame. The relativistic generalizations

of / and r(t) are the quantities k'j and Jkf — s'?, where kj = s'j • q'j in the notation of

Sec. III.B.3, except that k'j = 0 now defines the retarded proper time Tj, at which a = 0.

Applying the method of App. D.3, we find the covariant form of the interaction:
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w (T

(118)

A Laplace transform relates the structure function UJ to the interaction energy W:

u»(or,r) = 2£{-l)[W(m,r); 2a] . (119)

Appendix C gives the exact forms of w and W for an exponential nucleon mass density

and Fig. 14 shows a plot of W(<T, r) in this case.

For the scalar force we proceed as above, except we now need to include a gradient in

where er is a unit vector in the radial direction. Following the same procedure as in the

case of the potential, we arrive at
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x Ji(m.C)

where \dw{a,r)

(121)

(122)

The vector force has only a slightly more complicated form, due to its symmetrized struc-

ture:

rn _ yv

lu] (123)

In addition to having the correct nonrelativistic limit, the above equations also match

the relativistic equations (50)-(52) in the point-particle limit, as one can readily show.

The equations derived here differ from the corresponding potentials and forces due to self-

interaction because the self-interaction has more symmetry and involves a renormalization

procedure.
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6. Final Form of Equations of Motion. Here we summarize our complete set of
relativistic equations of motion for extended particles: We write

with the effective mass given by

M' = M* + AA/rff,,- + g.h

Hr = M + §M, + |M,' -

/s.ext.i + /v,ext,» >

the self-forces by

and the external forces by

x J!(in.

d(h ? C

(124)

(125)

(126)

- 2 M . , (127)

(128)

4 , (129)

(130)

(131)

(132)

In the above s^ = qfa) - ^ ( T , - <r), Vj = ^-(T,-), I»J = qATi ~ ff)» a j = ?ifo)5 *J = «J-
and the retarded proper time r, is determined implicity from the condition k', = 0.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have presented a new theoretical approach to the interaction of high-energy cosmic

rays with nuclei in spacecraft shielding and the human body based on classical hadro-

dynamics for extended nucleons, corresponding to nucleons of finite size interacting with

massive meson fields. This theory represents the classical analogue of the quantum hadro-

dynamics of Serot and Walecka but without the assumptions of the mean-field approx-

imation and of point nucleons. It provides a natural covariant microscopic approach to

collisions between cosmic rays and nuclei that includes automatically space-time nonlo-

cality and retardation, nonequilibrium phenomena, interactions among all nucleons, and

particle production. Unlike previous models, this approach is manifestly Lorentz covariant

and satisfies a priori the basic conditions that are present when cosmic rays collide with

nuclei, namely an interaction time that is extremely short and a nucleon mean-free path,

force range, and internucleon separation that are all comparable in size. In this report we

have reviewed the history of classical meson-field theory and derived the classical relativis-

tic equations of motion for nucleons of finite size interacting with massive scalar and vector

meson fields. In a forthcoming publication we will include some illustrative applications

of the theory to proton-proton collisions.19

The next step in a systematic development of the theory will be to solve our newly de-

rived equations of motion and compare with experimental data for proton-proton collisions,

proton-nucleus collisions, and nucleus-nucleus collisions. These studies should concentrate

on such physically observable quantities as transverse momentum distributions, energy

loss, nuclear stopping, radiated energy, and particle production.

From these comparisons we will learn whether our new approach is indeed capable of

providing an improved description of the underlying interaction of cosmic rays with nuclei

in spacecraft shielding and the human body. If the answer is affirmative, the foundations

will have been laid for an improved calculation of not only the amount of shielding required

for manned interplanetary missions but also the uncertainty in this quantity.

Appendix A. Action for Extended Particles

The action for extended particles differs from that for point particles only in the source

terms for the fields. Thus Eqs. (4)-(8) hold in both cases. It is only Eqs. (9) and (10)

which must be modified. Instead of these we use the sources for extended particles (58)

and (59). Using the Fermi-Walker coordinates introduced in Sec. III.C.l, we have for the
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interaction term:

/ J2fditffiil -a,:-6)/(|fc|)()V

(133)

where x = <?,(T,) + S^= 1 £,• e^T,) defines the Fermi-Walker coordinates.

Taking the £/£?,- derivatives of Eq. (133) would be an extremely complicated process

because of the presence of the acceleration a, and the implicit dependence of the coordinates

£,• on the trajectory ?;(T). Ignoring these two dependencies leads to the equations of

motion (65) and (66) derived in the main body of this report.

Appendix B. Asymptotic Analysis of Point-Particle Self-Interaction

In this appendix we perform the asymptotic analysis of the self-interaction in the point-

particle equations of motion (35) for the cases of a constant acceleration and an exponential

acceleration.

For convenience we perform our calculation in the particle's asymptotic rest frame and

call its displacement from uniform motion rj":

T)». (134)

Requiring f = 1 implies that
g0 = f + ^ ^ ^ ( i 3 5 )

q = i>. (136)

T h U S ' ^ , (137)

5' = y/7~P = AT + O(v2) , (138)

where AT = r — r', Ai/ = 17 — TJ', and r\' = I/(T'), SO the expressions W^s'y and

which appear in the integrands for /j* and /f, can be written

+ A9" + O{rj2) , (139)

s^q"^ = - A T ^ ' " + ^ + O(T]2) . (140)

If we now assume a constant acceleration,

fi* ~ C = constant , (141)

then we find
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> ? " V = \{AT)2C" + O{C2) .

This results in /„" ~ §s,2m,, /£ ~ \gv
2mv, and AT ~ M\

If, instead of a constant acceleration, we assume an exponential acceleration,

then we find

(142)

(143)

T - e"T') -

1 ( e K T - e"T<) - 0{C2) .

With the identities86

^(mAT)
AT

I dT'eKT —
J—oo

m
(AT) 3 3 '

A T 2m*
2 + K2 - K) K(VmTT« 2 - /c)S

+ ic» -

6m2

we can evaluate the integrals for / , and /v ; the results are

ft *" *9v lmv ~ (mv — 2/c ) wm»!

3^ [ V / V

and Jl/' ~ M'.

(144)

(145)

(146)

(147)

(148)

(149)

(150)

(151)

(152)

Appendix C. Nucleon Structure Functions

In this appendix we tabulate the structure functions h{a) and their generalized Laplace
transforms Hn(m) for several simple mass densities of interest. As a consequence of the def-

initions (72) and (76), all structure functions and transforms have the following properties:
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f°°dah(a) = Ho(0) = 0 , (153)
Jo
' daa2h(a) = H2(0) = - \ . (154)

The generalized Laplace transforms are related by

Hn+k(m) = (-§)* ̂ Hn(m) , (155)

and we have the identity

r')/*""1 = 32ir2 f da f da' (a2 - a12)
Jn Jn V '
/ /
o Jo

n+1r°° [la) T*
= - / dah(ay ' , , (156)

Jo n + 1

where R = Jx — x'|.

For an exponential mass density with decay constant \i we have

P(r) = j ^ e - " , (157)

h{a) - | - (-8/iV + 6fia + 3) t~2tto , (158)

^ m /C..2 , A . ~*\ ^159)

( 1 6 0 )

The r.m.s. radius is #„„, = v/l̂ A*"1- The interaction energy function is

(161)

where x = 1 — {rnlli)2- This can be written in the alternate form

W(mrV »*
1 ' ;~(/x2_m2)4

r
(3/i»-mVr» A 3 l e

48(^2-m2)J r " K '
The interaction energy's inverse Laplace transform is
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(e-" r [(15 + 15/ar + 6/i2r2 + 6 / iV + /*3r3 + 3 / iVr) sinh fia

r + 3/i3ar2 + /Ar3) cosh//er]

- 0(<r - r) {[15 + 6//V - r)2] sinh //(a - r)

- [l5/i(<r - r) + ^ V - r)3] cosh fi(a - r)}) . (163)

For a uniform mass density with maximum radius r0 we have

3
r ) ' ( 1 6 4 )

h{a) = - ^ (2(T
3 - 3<rr0

2 + r0
3) 9{r0 - a) , (165)

H0{m) = £ - J -£ [(2m3r0
3 - 3m2r0

2 + 3) - 3 (mr0 + I)2 e"2"1"1] , (166)

- 3 ( m V + 3m2r0
2 + 4mr0 + 2) e-2mro] . (167)

The r.m.s. radius is

The structure function for a point particle can be found by taking either the \t —» 00

limit of the exponential distribution or the r0 —• 0 limit of the uniform distribution. If we

define S+(x) to be a Dirac <£-function located infinitesimally to the right of x, so that

<I68>

dxF(x )S+(x) = 0 (169)
0

for any F{x), then for a point particle we have

p(r) = ^ J , (170)

where e —> 0. This last equation must be understood to mean
PC£i 1 1

/ d«rF(a)A(<r) = -—F'(0) - 7 ^ ( 0 ) , (172)
Jo £(. 4

for any F(<r). The generalized Laplace transform diverges in this case for the same reason

that the self-energy does, as the two are closely related:

H0{m) = - - m2 , (173)
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Hl(m) = ~ + m, (174)

where t - > 0 .

For a spherical shell of finite thickness, with uniform mass density between radii n and

r2, we have

( 2 )

+ [r2
3 - 3r2V + 2cr3] 0(<r - L)9{r2 - <r)

- [r,3 - 3r, V + 2<r3] 0(a - ri)0(L - a)} , (176)

where c = ^(r2 — rj) and £ = | ( n -f r2).

The structure function for a spherical shell of radius L and zero thickness can be found

by taking the e —> 0 limit of the previous distribution:

- 1 1 , (178)

1 _ e~
2mL

Ho(m) = 2L2 , (179)
_-2mL

Hx{m) = - - ^ - . (180)

Figures 7-9 show the density, the structure function, and the structure function's gen-
eralized Laplace transform for three of the densities above.

Appendix D. Nonrelativistic Equations of Motion for Extended Particles

In this appendix we briefly outline the major steps involved in deriving the nonrelativis-
tic equations of motion for extended particles self-interacting through scalar and vector
fields.

1. Green Function Written in Differential Form

We rewrite the four-dimensional integrals over the Green function as three-dimensional
ones over a differential operator in time. Let

~'\f/~i\ /-lei \
, i )j{x ) , (lo!)
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where f{x) is either j(x) or K'i(x), depending upon whether G(x, x') is Gt{x,x') or

If we separate the integral over time and evaluate the 6- and ^-functions, we get

7 = ^i^-rR^J,(mS)/(x',(')l
It J—OO S J

'/(x'^-fl) _ r
JoR

'oo rf, ^ _ _ _

cfa ,_ :Jx{ms)f{id,t- y/W (182)

where R = |x — x'|. Now we introduce the time-displacement operator exp(—Af Jj) and

evaluate the inner integral:86

f2"dt)] KAi
e-RD

= jd3x'-—f(x',t),j (183)

where X) = \jm2 + d2. iiere Ii/2(x) and Ki^ix) are the standard modified Bessel

functions.87 Thus we have eliminated the time integral by introducing the differential op-

erator dt into the Green function. Note that for a static situation, where f(x', t) = /(x') ,

we find that / is just the Yukawa potential s-^- averaged over the density / , which is

what we expect.

2. Evaluation of Density Function Integrals

In this section we evaluate the six-dimensional integrals of the forces over the densities

of the source and object particles. See Ref. 62 and §17.3 of Ref. 65 for similar treatments

of the density integrals in the much simpler case of electrodynamics.

We introduce the shorthand notation (.. .)p(x,t) = f (Px.. .p(x,t) and evaluate the
forces in Eqs. (65) and (66):

1,0gv ( W°(x, t))p{xt) =

= ~9*2 £
n=2

d3x'p(x,

J
l^p-in - l)Rn-3p(x',t)v(t)

b* - l) v(t) - (Dy - mv)

= -yv
2 [DVH0(DV) - mvHQ(mv)] q(i) , (184)

where we have used the assumption of spherical symmetry, the continuity equation, and
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integration by parts in the derivation and have neglected nonlinear combinations of v and
its derivatives; see Ref. 65 for an analogous electrodynamics derivation and an explanation
of why neglecting the nonlinearities results in the nonrelativistic limit. Further, we have

n /faVlv t\\ — a 2 I d3r I (Pr'niic t)8>- nf-x' t\v(t}
*/ */ /I

= -5v2E / ^ d3x'p(x,t)dtD:l{- Y—/?"-V(x',0v(0

& gv
2 I d<Tk{<r)dtD^1 (e~2j v — l)v( i )

Jo v '

where we have once again neglected the nonlinearities. The same methods also give

g, (V<j>{x, 0)P(x,o * h* \D.HO(D%) - m.H0{mt)] q(t) , (186)

(187)

g. ((a • x)VV°(x, t))^ « -\gv
2 [ ^ ^ + % ) ] q(f) , (188)

jv{(a.x)^V(x>0>, ( x , f ,«0, (189)

gt ((a • x)Vtfx, O)p(x,o « §5.2 f^2^ + ft(J q(0 . (190)
I m, j

^((a-x)^(x,0a)p(Xi<)«0 (191)

in the same, nonrelativistic limit.

3. Conversion of Extended-Particle Equations of Motion to Integral Form
A A Jt A

Our goal in this section is to express quantities like DHQ(D) and D~1H0(D), where

D = \f m? -+• 9t
2, in integral form.

First we note two consequences of familiar Laplace-transform properties:

mH0{m) = i/»(0) + f / ° ° rfffft'taje"*"11 , (192)

-1//0(m) = 2 /°° ̂ ^(aje-2""1 . (193)
Jo
/

Jo

Thus we must find a way to eliminate the differential operator from expressions like

/0°° d(Tf{<T)e-2<rt>, where f(a) is either h'(a) or h(a).

We now introduce the following notation for Laplace transforms and the Mellin inver-

sion:
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/(A) = C[f(s); A] = Jo doe-°xf{o) , (194)

f(a) = ^-^[/(A); <r] = /1O° £e**/(A) , (195)

where the -underline indicates the independent variable of the function before its transfor-

mation. Next we apply the convolution theorem for Laplace transforms to find

d<rf(a)e-2ai)q{t) = J* daC^ [/(2V/A2 + ro2); <r] q(t - a) . (196)

From Ref. 88 we have

= J(a) — m

so

~ C3) ^i («<) , (197)

( f ) - rn () ]
(198)

Using Eqs. (192), (193), and (198), one can show that the scalar and vector self-

interaction forces can be rewritten as follows:

f.,«or = h ^ l ^ [*' ( f ) - m- ( ) ]
] (199)

|) - mv jf" ( ) ]

(200)

where Aq(<r) = q(t) — q(t — a).
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